City of Hamilton
Audit, Finance and Administration Committee

We request the City of Hamilton continue its equitable exemption for non-profit elementary teaching & learning spaces.

April 18, 2019
CCS TRACK RECORD

- Partner with City of Hamilton
- Registered Ministry of Education
- Maxed out near 500 students
- Planning growth
- Public function without public funding
- Replacement cost
CCS IS A COMMUNITY PARTNER

- Sports leagues
- Churches
- Fundraisers
- Hospitals, long-term care homes
- Conservation
- Inclusive playground
IMPLICATIONS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT CHARGES

• Discrimination
• Outsized, unfair impact
• Alternative cost to taxpayers
BUSTING TWO MYTHS

• “Independent schools are isolated”
• “Independent schools are for the rich”

New targeted development charges: discriminatory
We request the City of Hamilton continue its equitable exemption for non-profit elementary teaching & learning spaces.
Thank you.

Questions?